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	Discover a land of breath-taking beauty and inspiring culture with The Rough Guide to Austria, the most comprehensive guide to Austria available. The full-colour introduction with stunning photography will whet your appetite for the country’s many highlights, from the world-class city of Vienna and the astonishing architecture of Salzburg to the snow-capped mountains of Tyrol. The guide features dozens of easy-to-use maps, as well as expert background information on everything from the best ski and snow-boarding slopes to the music of Mozart. Extensive accommodation and restaurant listings, plus all the practical grittiness you’d expect from a Rough Guide make this your must-have item for the trip of a lifetime. Make the most your time with The Rough Guide to Austria.
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The Art of Modeling in Science and Engineering with MathematicaCRC Press, 1999

	Modeling is practiced in engineering and all physical sciences. Many specialized texts exist - written at a high level - that cover this subject. However, students and even professionals often experience difficulties in setting up and solving even the simplest of models. This can be attributed to three difficulties: the proper choice of model,...
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UNDERSTANDING STATISTICSBookboon, 2021

	This is a book on the understanding of statistical concepts. If you have no knowledge, you will receive basic knowledge, without having to worry much about mathematics. And if you already know something about statistical methods, you will get a better understanding of the ideas behind them. All basic concepts are discussed in detail and...
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Network Security: A Decision and Game-Theoretic ApproachCambridge University Press, 2010

	Covering attack detection, malware response, algorithm and mechanism design, privacy, and risk management, this comprehensive work applies unique quantitative models derived from decision, control, and game theories to understanding diverse network security problems. It provides the reader with a system-level theoretical understanding of...
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Windows 10 Development with XAML and C# 7Apress, 2018

	Benefit from a nuts-and-bolts examination of how XAML and C# 7 fit together and obtain a foundation for getting up and running with Windows 10. Once you have a good understanding of the basics, you progress to more...
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iPhoto 6 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006

	Need to learn iPhoto 6 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!

	

	This best-selling reference’s visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with this great iLife 06 application in no time. Best-selling author and instructor Adam Engst uses crystal-clear instructions, full-color...
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Microsoft Encyclopedia of SecurityMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get the single resource that defines—and illustrates—the rapidly evolving  world of computer and network security. The Microsoft Encyclopedia of  Security delivers more than 1000 cross-referenced entries detailing the  latest security-related technologies, standards, products, services, and  issues—including sources...
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